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Run: 2338
Date: 1 December 2016
Venue: Charlie’s Market
Hare: Vithiya Smiling Horse
ON-SEC’S NOTES
The weather again did not look promising when VGM called for the Circle. The VGM prayed for the
weather to hold on at least after the run. Guest, Audrey, Wet -in-Between, a Malaysian from the
Manila Hash was introduced. Hare announced the trail, following three life hares. My better half
decided to take it easy and did the run with me. We started off well after the last runner so saw only
returnees. The beginning of the run required a long detour through the Mount Erskine cemetery up
the main road, right past a few houses with mad dogs. Late comer, Iceman met up with us. Later
we rejoined the hash highway that skirted the top edge of the cemetery. A long but pleasant climb
followed, meeting Huge and later Tiny making their way back down. Near the top, mist and rain set
in which did not clear until we had circled round and back down the regular hash highway to Charlie
Market with the usual detour because of construction. All along the way we were caught in only
slight spitting rain and made it back in less than two hours. I enjoyed that very much as I have not
hashed all the way for a very long time.

At the runsite heavy rain soon set in and we retreated under the shelter of the market stalls for
excellent home cooking from Vithiya. A good run, but the rain should have been delayed until after
the circle as the VGM’s voice could not be heard over the din of rain on tin roofs. Despite the small
turnout it was a very enjoyable evening with Ronnie Tour and Wanchor providing most of the
entertainment during the Circle. A big thank you to Vithiya for the run and the delicious homecooked food.
THIS THURSDAY IS DATIN’S RUN AT BEE GALLERY. PLEASE COME AND GIVE YOUR SUPPORT.

Circle
1. Guest, Audrey aka Wet-in-Between from the Manila Hash, was called to sit on the ice. As
she is back on home ground for two months we welcomed her to join us. She commented it
was the best trial for a long time in her hashing.
2. On-Sec was called by VGM to sit on ice for completing the run, in the drizzle and coming
out in the dark.
3. VGM put life co-hares Philip and Money Munfred on ice. They were seen on the main road
at 5.50pm setting the run when most runners were arriving followed by Sai Seng on his
motorbike. Whats going on? After much explanantion by the main life hare, Sai Seng, why
he was late the VGM, however, thanked them for a very good and straight forward run.
4. Being most of the time a fast runner, Sai Seng callled Pukha Sahib to the ice for coming out
last with his handbag. Sai Seng was corrected to say that it was not his handbag but his
backpack.
5. Ronnie Tour was next called to the ice by VGM for not putting on a hash shirt plus new
polished shoes.
6. Finally, the Hare, Smiling Horse was put on ice. For whatever reason Sai Seng was late in
setting the run the Hare was thankful to Sai Seng for being the life Hare and thanks also to
co-life hares, Philip & Money Munfred for setting a good uncomplicated run. The homecooked food was delicious. The Hare was made to sit on ice for a good 10 minutes whilst
Ronnie entertained the hashers with a variety of story tale songs. It was enjoyed by all
amidst the pouring rain and the beating of the rain on the market’s tin roof. A reminder from
the VGM to tidy after us.

Christmas is coming and Uncle Bee and Akz Hole will co-ordinate it, others are welcome to help
too of course. The run is but a month away and so donations from those celebrating it and others
if you so wish, can be given to those two from now on. Collections have begun.

Hareline 2016/17
Next Run: Run 2339
Date: 8 Dec 2016
Venue: Bee Gallery
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INVITATION RUNS

Mother Hash 80th Anniversary
Hash House Harriers (1938), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,

is pleased to announce that it will be holding a celebration to observe its

80th Anniversary in September, 2018.
Hashers from all corners of the hash diaspora bearing our name, or variations of it, are cordially invited to ‘return’ to the cradle – and the Eden - of hashdom, for a grand extravaganza in celebration of this momentous milestone. Participants will get to be a part of what is shaping up to be the largest congregation of hashers the world
has ever known.
Motherhash is ready to welcome you back to the origins; be transported back in time to where our hash forebears first germinated and gave birth to our very realm. Gispert and his band of trailblazing initiates of 1938 will
be on hand, metaphorically, to welcome you back to our spiritual home, the HASH HOUSE. Yes, Motherhash’s
80thAnniversary will conjunct with the unveiling of the resurrected HASH HOUSE, albeit by necessity in a different locality.
Be the fortunate first 1000 registrants, and pay only RM350.00 for the hashing experience of your lifetime! Registrations can be done online. Visit our website at: www.motherhash.com, and click on the link to our 80Th Anniversary.
Please note that registrations are only accepted via our online registration portal as mentioned above, so please
help out your friends who are not so IT savvy. We will not accept any hard copy or direct registrations. This 3
days event is open to ladies as well.
Hardy Boy
Organising Secretary
Motherhash’s 80th Anniversary Committee

By taking part in a Hash House Harriets Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the organisers or
any affiliated individual responsible for any injury or mishap that may happen to you.

